Kennedy and Grubb:
Medical Law—Text and Materials
1989
By Ian Kennedy, LLM, Barrister, Professor of Medical Law and Ethics, King’s College, London, and Andrew Grubb, MA, Barrister, Fellow of Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge
Cases statutes, articles, committee reports, reform proposals, and other materials on medical law and ethics; invaluable for all medical practitioners working in this area.
Soft cover 0 406 50041 X  £30.00 net

Powers and Harris: Medical Negligence
1989 By Dr Michael Powers, Barrister, and Nigel Harris, Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon
A comprehensive and detailed work on all aspects of medical negligence claims.
Hard cover 0 406 13001 9  £90.00 net approx
(Available January 1990)
Order from Butterworth & Co (Publishers) Ltd,
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH  Tel: 0732 884567,
from Butterworths Bookshop; 9-12 Bell Yard, London WC2A 2LF
Tel: 01-831 3799, or from any bookseller.
Allow 14 days delivery in the UK.

STATISTICS WITH CONFIDENCE
— Confidence intervals and statistical guidelines

Many medical journals, including the British Medical Journal now expect scientific papers submitted to them to contain confidence intervals when appropriate. Why? what are they? and how do you calculate them? Statistics with Confidence tells you. A clear explanation of the reasons for using confidence intervals is followed by detailed presentation of methods of calculation, including numerous worked examples and specially compiled tables. To make things even easier, a computer programme, Confidence Interval Analysis (CIA), for calculating confidence intervals has been specially designed by Martin Gardner and details are available from the Publishing Department, British Medical Journal.
An essential handbook for everybody using statistical methods to present their findings (and that means most doctors). Statistics with Confidence can also be applied to other disciplines—such as engineering, agriculture, and the social sciences.
Price: Inland £7.95; Abroad £9.50
BMA Members: Inland £7.45; Abroad £9.00
including postage, by air abroad

Order from: BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, PO BOX 295, LONDON WC1H 9TE or any leading bookseller.
Please enclose payment with order, or send us full details of your ACCESS, VISA or AMERICAN EXPRESS credit card.
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